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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 

The following is a reader drawn from the writings of Frederic Will 
(1928–). The texts chosen, here, recommended themselves to the author for 
their durability and availability. Durability meaning that the author felt that 
after some years (for the most part) he took an interest in a text. It made him 
feel good, or like sharing. Availability meaning in many cases—though not 
the poetry—part of digitization, thus editable. Aside from those two criteria, 
the goal was to suggest the range and tone of the whole, which I secretly 
think of as an opus. And why the small vanity of that opus-admission, which 
I barely say out loud to myself? I count on this huge little vanity, as a driver; 
a vis a tergo forcing from the pen its effort to save. Yes, the tiny nib! The 
cuneus in whatever updated version, elected to hold back the sleazy onrush 
of dissolution. That private self-nudge of the opus seems to do it, for this 
backwater and archaic denizen of the antique book world, the world that 
preceded our own world of verbo-diversity, in which we find presidents and 
prostitutes equally favored for the fame of a dustjacket. 

So what did the cat bring in, after sixty years of scribblering? What we 
would call it, and what we sample largely in later clusters below, is an 
evolving world-sense, genre-open, into which flows a consistently more 
mindful awareness that writing is a standing in to time, a taking position, 
and a tracing your personal profile against the wall of eternity. A tall order, 
this, and a promised Beulah land whose borders seduce many a reckless 
caravan from the lands of the poor banished children of Eve. The present 
author travels heavy but diverse, loading up the bones of a time through 
which the devious animal, the man thing, has taught himself many new 
tricks—old spiritualities and new war games; fresh perversities and 
cryogenic survival skills; galactic dreams, guerilla angers, cars that drive 
themselves and greeds that feed on our dusty bones. On his own hegira he 
has trekked word relics—or are they brain droppings?—to flatter the 
guardians and flag down new vehicles for the return to the center.  

Language, his own life taught him, is where the first step of man-things, 
onto the caravan to Beulah land, trod with consequence and confidence. It 
is language that this guy’s quest opened, and of which his dime’s worth of 
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offerings is composed. Let me try to make it as easy as possible to navigate 
this offering. The works excerpted from are of many genres, though the 
writer would like to think they bear a coherent stamp. Emphases shift, for 
sure: from romantic to language—language in poetry, with a paste of self-
inquiry which grows thicker; from déreglement complet to streaks of 
gravity, in the confessional ethical regions; from narrative innocent to foxy 
and vatic in prose fiction; from Schelling-tinted, rinsed in the spirituality of 
the early nineteenth century, on which Will wrote his Ph.D. dissertation—
Victor Cousin’s Aesthetics—to the kind of language-historicism he 
deployed in a recent work like A Tactical Sequence. Emphases shift, but for 
this writer it seems that the shift derives from simply learning how to say, 
better, what all along he had been grasping for. At the heart of that grasp, 
from beginning on, lies a sharp bias to the aesthetic, from which that blend 
of pleasure with learning derives, which most effectively seduces the 
wayward animal toward learning. 

An omega-ish point inevitably flutters over the projections of a guy 
crowding the centenary. One wants to be ready for Charon, when the fiery 
contemptuous steed snorts up to the door. One doesn’t offer tea to a snake. 
Nor, after a lifetime among the books and their makers, does one offer hand-
to-hand combat. I mean, snakes are crafty. One goes to the door as what one 
has tried to become, closer to the making principle, God as nous and as the 
fever of intelligibility. Yes, keep reading, keep thinking, keep being as 
perspicuous as the conditions permit, as you make your way to that ‘little 
me’ knock on the door. It’ll be the real thing. It’ll be there to cart you away. 
It’ll be the thing that Plato lived to fight, by light, that Philo Judaeus stepped 
toward thinking away, as he gave toward both the Hellenic and the Hebraic, 
that Dante converted into a road map for gleaming brilliance. You’ll meet 
the snake at the door, with the armor of St. Michael glistening festively at 
your neck. All that. And you’ll have the saints at your back. You too will 
dance the dance of survival. The underground passageways you will find, 
in company with the guerillas of soul, will open out before you and take you 
places you were told never to go. You hope that what follows here is a 
preview of the kinds of language you are readying for the snake, the diabolo 
a la Puerta. 
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DEEP SPRINGS COLLEGE  
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS 

(UNPUBLISHED, 2006) 
 
 
 
June 25, 2006 

When I was fourteen I decided to study Greek. My dad was a professor 
of French, with a passion of his own for Rabelais and Montaigne. But he 
was happy with where he was, and didn’t want to help me with Greek. I had 
a grammar, but it was too hard to start on my own. One day I was saved 
when Parker, a middle-aged colleague of my father’s, came to the door with 
a proposal that he and I should learn Greek together. We both had 
grammars, we both did the exercises, and we met once a week for several 
years. It was inspiring to me. I started down the path of Hellenism, which 
got me to Greece, gave me a spiritual awakening at Mount Athos, and 
shaped my professional career. I still track Greek verbs with ardor. I still 
show off by reciting the 379 forms of horao, the verb ‘to see’. 

Similar kinds of labyrinthine learning paths have opened before many 
others, all over the planet. Sometimes these others are young people who 
have gotten hooked and find their life directions being fixed.  

I have taught here, at Deep Springs, three semesters, and each time felt 
in the presence of people who had something of my own learning profile, 
taking private paths, following my own goals. Each time I have sensed a 
fine passion for learning. I sensed this passion during my first class in the 
Valley. Everybody was there, everybody was prepared. The assignment was 
snatched from my lips. It was as though I was at best a facilitator. Then one 
day, in another class—about philosophy and literature—someone said let’s 
form a Spinoza group. He took my copy of the Ethics and ran toward the 
Druid with it. I was to hear subsequently of various spontaneously formed 
study groups, a Hans Jonas group most recently. Another day someone said, 
let’s not just read this philosopher of history, let’s read the people this 
philosopher of history writes about. Infinite regress yawned before us, but 
how compelling a challenge it was! How else can you read anything, except 
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by an endless discourse of back-tracking? Of course, life is too short for that 
kind of scholarly thoroughness. Where does it lead anyway? But at least we 
had the idea! In my first Deep Springs class I made five giants swallow the 
Greek language whole, in six weeks, then read Homer in Greek! They did 
it. They stood like heroes before me, and recited more Greek than I had ever 
learned by heart myself. At the end of the class, those five bards joined me 
in a performance of hundreds of lines of the Iliad, in Greek and by memory. 
And then there have been the heroic private initiatives. One of my students 
in another class met me at breakfast looking more than usually haggard. 
He’d been up all night, of course, and finally realized that he was…writing 
a book. He was afire! He revived the insanely impassioned book voracity 
of Eugene Gant, in Thomas Wolfe’s Of Time and the River, a Gant who 
roamed the stacks of Widener like a predator. 

From the start, I knew that an uncompromising drive upward toward 
learning and truth was the heart of this place. I hate to think any work other 
than mind-fire can predominate here. I know Deep Springers are devoted to 
labor and service. God knows, those are precious challenges. How I could 
have profited from both of them, in my own feckless youth; I was always 
numero uno, an only child without practical responsibilities or skills, and 
endlessly fascinated by my own small world. As for labor, forget it—I could 
not tie a rope, carve a stick, or cook a meal. In junior high I was dismissed 
from science class as the only student who could not pass an exam on how 
a toilet works. For labor-related skills like those, I envy the Deep Springers. 
Believe me. Then what about service? Did I serve others, as a younger—or 
for that matter an older—person? Hardly. Or rather, hardly in the 
conventional (and wonderful) sense. That’s what I want to talk about here. 
It’s my tiny justification hatch! Alternate forms of labor I may not deserve 
claims to, although I can stretch the meaning of labor to cover some of my 
modest abilities. But service I am reluctant to abandon. I hate to admit that 
I cannot, and do not, serve in an ‘alternate Church.’ For John Milton ‘they 
also serve who only stand and wait…’ That’s a start. I am thinking of 
another kind of alternate service. I ask if it is not also service to worship the 
fierier meanings of our existence? I ask if a fiery serving of the truth is not 
service? I turn, that is, to what seems to me an alternative way of making 
the world better; a path down which Deep Springs are already far advanced. 
A path from which the Deep Springer can proudly look back and think: 
Indeed, I am already serving!  

The truth I serve is hard to pin down. It’ll be there when the sun dies. 
It’ll be there when the sun goes cold. Platonists and Aristotelians divide up 
the world, according to Coleridge. I’m usually Aristotle’s man: I like to 
touch things, I like to see them link up, to see results. I’m not usually a great 
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one for ‘the light that never was on land or sea.’ But even the ‘master of 
those who know’ hedged things in at both ends with causes that were not 
easy to see. The first and the final causes were not exactly in the thing; 
Aristotle’s causes were spectral. Plato’s ideas catch my attention; they are 
independent regulators, conferring meaning on things. They don’t just lurk 
around the edges of things; they are constitutive to things. These regulators 
have their hands in the fire. I can grasp these ideas, which qualify as lures 
and seductions. I can see serving this Plato god, which can set us on fire. 
But as I say, I like to touch things, and usually feel more grounded with 
Aristotle. 

There are legs and arms and faces here before me in this classroom, but 
they’ve got hearts and minds in them, and inside those hearts and minds is 
a certain fire. I prefer ‘fire’ to ‘spirit’ or ‘soul’ as a working metaphor to get 
at what is alive and rising in us. The French chemist/philosopher, Gaston 
Bachelard, wrote that fire is always in ascension; meditate into it and you 
rise with it: 

 
To be sure, the least breath of air disturbs it (the fire), just as an alien 
thought disturbs the thought of a philosopher meditating. But just wait for 
the condition of true solitude, when the moment of tranquility truly moves 
in, and you’ll find the same peace in the heart of the dreamer and in the 
heart of the flame; the flame will rethink its form and flow like a realized 
thought, straight as an arrow, into its vertical destiny. 

 
Like a realized thought, the flame we sense rises, rejoicing in the fiery ideas 
it finds up there. This kind of ascensional drive in the created world, to 
identify with its ideational home, lurks in us all. Plotinus described a cosmos 
in which each stage yearns upward. The pebble is yearning. You go to the 
heart of the pebble and you find aspiration. Pebblehood itself is not being 
content with being a pebble. It is impatience to rise, impatience for the truth. 

The Fire, Blake’s Fyre, burns brightly upward from the crown of the 
Deep Springer’s head, although the gentler among this fiery crew worship 
at a sweeter altar than Blake’s; they feed their eyes on that ‘hard gemlike 
flame,’ the enjoyment of which constitutes what Walter Pater considered 
‘success in life.’ They simmer with a sophisticated fire, which thrives on 
the refinement of human culture; learning how to think of the flower, to 
browse a butterfly wing, or to scan the sky for goshawks. In some of our 
buddies cooks another Fyre, too, hotter and more radical than Blake’s. (Hell, 
no, but Hell’s brother!) It’s the opposite extreme from Pater’s lovely ‘hard 
gemlike flame.’ I should perhaps not mention this dangerous fire, except 
that Deep Springers would never recklessly house it. (I was less wise; this 
dangerous Fyre once took me too close to the sun, and my wings 
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melted…for a season.) That dangerous fire is licking its chops somewhere 
in Indonesia right now; volcanic fire. That fire peopled the Owens Valley 
with the stodgy gray monsters that surround us today; rocks that formed as 
much as 900 million years ago. Traces of that wilder fire boiled in the heads 
of two nineteen-year-olds, John Keats and Arthur Rimbaud; the latter 
delectated on the dérèglement complet de tous les sens, ‘the total 
disordering of all the senses.’ Deep Springers are too sane to ‘go there’; but 
Deep Springers would be less than themselves were they not to remember 
the holocaust of time, that devastating pulse we can all hear when the silence 
of the desert has its ten minutes alone with us.  

There is no point in pretending that even here we are wild men and 
women. We are all going off obediently into the world. Maybe our path is 
through Harvard, Columbia, Nevada, Chicago, Oxford. But those classy 
places are small orders of organized know-how. Wherever you are, only the 
rare ones soar, and they are free spirits. There is mediaeval Muslim talk of 
saints who live among us, unnoticed. They walk the streets. Simple guys, 
on fire. They are rare. There are men who come to your rented graduate 
student apartment in New Haven, muck around on the floor helping you 
screw in the legs of your bed, and who turn out to be the Dalai Lama. (It 
happened to me.) Fiery men and women have no idea of their flame! We 
can only hope to share something of those others’ power. Nothing is to be 
said for fitting in or succeeding; even for ‘doing a good job.’ That’s just 
what most of us simply have to settle for. Much is to be said for sustaining 
the ‘silver axis of the world,’ an axis in perpetual danger, as the Hungarian 
poet Attila Jozsef wrote, of ‘toppling and falling.’  

Meanwhile we can look for lesser models of the up-pouring of Fire in 
us, as it licks the feet of the truth. Hearty acts of spiritual uprising have from 
old been undertaken in Greece. George Katsimbalis, as we learn in Henry 
Miller’s Colossus of Maroussi, performed one of those heroic acts of 
keeping the truth—the power and beauty—of the world alive. Miller 
concluded his book with an excerpt from a letter to him from Lawrence 
Durrell: 

 
We all went up to the Acropolis the other evening very drunk and exalted 
by wine and poetry; it was a hot black night and our blood was roaring 
with cognac. We sat on the steps outside the big gate, passing the bottle, 
Katsimbalis reciting and G—weeping a little, when all of a sudden K. was 
seized with a kind of fit. Leaping to his feet he yelled out—‘Do you want 
to hear the cocks of Attica, you damned moderns?’ His voice had a 
hysterical edge to it. We didn’t answer and he wasn’t waiting for one. He 
took a little run to the edge of the precipice, like a faery queen, a heavy 
black faery queen, in his black clothes, threw back his head, clapped the 
crook of his stock into his wounded arm, and sent out the most blood 
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curdling clarion I have ever heard. Cock-a-doodle-doo. It echoed all over 
the city—a sort of dark bowl dotted with lights like cherries. It ricocheted 
from hillock to hillock and wheeled up under the walls of the 
Parthenon…We were so shocked we were struck dumb. And while we 
were still looking at each other in the darkness, lo, from the distance silvery 
clear in the darkness a cock drowsily answered—then another, then 
another. This drove K. wild. Squaring himself, like a bird about to fly into 
space, and flapping his coat tails, he set up a terrific scream—and the 
echoes multiplied. He screamed until the veins stood out all over him, 
looking like a battered and ravaged rooster in profile,…The whole night 
was alive with cockcrows—all Athens, all Attica, all Greece it seemed…. 

 
Talk about service! Talk about helping to keep the axis of the cosmos intact! 
Nikos Kazantzakis paid similar attention to our need to service the fiery 
truth. In The Saviors of God, he proclaimed our responsibility to bring God 
into existence and to sustain him there, to hear his cry, saving him: 

 
Beyond the mind, on the edge of the heart’s holy precipice, I proceed, 
trembling. One foot grips the secure soil, the other gropes in the darkness 
above the abyss. 

Behind all appearances, I divine a struggling essence. I want to merge 
with it. 

I feel that behind appearances this struggling essence is also striving 
to merge with my heart. But the body stands between us and separates us. 
The mind stands between us and separates us. 

What is my duty? To shatter the body, to rush and merge with the 
Invisible. To let the mind fall silent that I may hear the Invisible calling. 

I walk on the rim of the abyss, and I tremble. 
 
The final Everest of the truth, then, may call on you to rise through your 

joy, to sustain the world. Kazantzakis remade the world in language, for in 
his need to believe, he had to create a truth he could believe in. There is 
where the exigent mystery of the truth overwhelmed him, and overwhelms 
us too. What he describes as an incumbent ‘founding of the lasting’ smarts 
in us all. The truth, then, is not something out there that we go to seek. It is 
not even Plato’s ideas understood as substantive meaning that does not 
require us. Wasn’t some such substantive meaning implied in the notion that 
the truth would be there ‘when the sun dies?’ Ordinary language seemed to 
suggest just that notion of substantive truth, yet in that regard ordinary 
language concealed a premise without which the language of ‘lasting’ 
makes no sense. It is we who found the lasting, the truth, by our agency. 
The Gods, says Heidegger, are the thought of the Gods; ancient religion, 
said Vico, was to the degree that it was named. Religion is still naming 
religion. The mystery of the truth is that it waits there to be affirmed, and 
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that once affirmed (but only then) it is truly there. We—you Deep 
Springers—carry the burden of upholding that truth! So much for the 
service responsibility in living as brain arson, flying up from the founding-
the-lasting dilemma which confers our dignity on us. There are many kinds 
of service. What could be harder or nobler than sustaining the fyre by 
founding the fyre? 
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INTRODUCTION TO A TACTICAL SEQUENCE: 
POETRY AND PHILOSOPHY AS HANDLUNG 

(REVISED FROM HISTORIA: PROFILES 
 OF THE HISTORICAL IMPULSE, 2015,  
AND A TACTICAL SEQUENCE: POETRY  

AND PHILOSOPHY AS HANDLUNG, 2019) 
 
 
 
On the surface A Tactical Sequence: Poetry and Philosophy as Handlung is 
both a book of philosophical commentary and a ‘book of poems’—that is, 
in this case language that has been fixed, not language like you speak, but 
language that challenges itself to be pieces of the reality we are as we fix up 
that language. Thus, there isn’t really a story in the following commentary 
and book of poems, which are assets of one another working toward 
regional short-term goals, mining what in them seems to belong to the 
presence and goodness of the moment. On the other hand, there isn’t, like, 
no-story here, isn’t like an arbitrary juxtaposition of letters and sounds—the 
kind of absence of language jell that in fact off and on provides the world 
base for the character of a guy like Tactical—you’ll be meeting him—there 
is, rather, the story of a non-story which finds a ready-made characterization, 
if it is lucky, in what yours truly heard the novelist Philip Roth say the other 
day about how he constructed a novel, one sentence after another, so that he 
would say each new sentence is a revelation. More or less the case in the 
following text. Each line of A Tactical Sequence requests the line that 
follows it. (In a more hidden sense, the line that follows also requests the 
line that precedes it. In that sense, if we follow the argument to its limits, 
the end of the novel or poem is already its beginning, and defines the whole 
preceding work, starting with its conclusion.) It is that ‘requests,’ of 
course—and not the reversal of sequence creation—that makes this writer 
get all fussy. (I like the reversal of sequence which, parsed down to its 
grammatical level, replicates the model of a cosmology which places God 
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at both the beginning and the end of time: Kazantzakis; Samuel Alexander, 
in Space, Time, and Deity; both these thinkers go there into their paradox.) 
‘Requests’ is not quite the right word, and it certainly doesn’t fit the case of 
novel construction that Roth is talking about. It’s too fussy for Roth’s 
instance. You’re not, like, making a request in a novel, when you put one 
line right up to the next; you’re authorizing the next line, either the line 
before or the line following. Sound better? Doesn’t that kind of account 
spare you the need for talk about revelations, while hanging on to the drift 
of that talk, that talk’s wishing to be about how parts of a sentence yearn for 
one another? Yearning truly suggests the passion the writer conducts within 
himself, a staging ground for the drama in language. A Tactical Sequence is 
a series of doing-its in which there is significant complicity between 
sentences, but plenty of dissonance to slip in the spices that define the 
peculiar aroma of the era, the smell of the world the poem or fiction is about. 
For that reason, A Tactical Sequence is according space for time and place 
to herald themselves, for the temporal feel, history on its feet, to be 
prominent in a text like the present—all that is required in the transcurrence 
of a text’s language is to be open and not prejudicial, even to the immediate 
future. 

The notion of tactical has beleaguered the author since first he let the 
following disquisition take his place. It’s more military. Tactical is more 
military, more exact. Language like this about the tactical wants to replace 
the language of the imagination. What is imagination in language—
Biographia Literaria, guys!—except intentionality, stories from feeling, 
proclamations from the Lake District, and hints at the ways Pope doesn’t 
address the contours of being-here, while Wordsworth does. (And it is true, 
if you go back into your English Lit anthologies, that Pope feels like he’s 
carrying out exercises, wonderfully, rather than speaking, or being, from the 
heart. The values of his sensibility in language structures don’t seduce or 
even induce the author.) The poem-things in A Tactical Sequence want to 
jettison that kind of intentionality, that’s the point, and to do so in the 
crawlspaces where the kinds of request or according, just described above, 
become ongoing segues, as laissez-faire as the breeze in the garden, yet at 
the same time, once having been their according, become that than which 
they could have been nothing else. The language marshalled in this kind of 
behavior is not imaginative but sequential, part of a long mechanical 
rogation. 

What, then, will be sayable for making poem-things like the ones that 
will follow in this book? Where will what they are intersect with the kinds 
of yearning around which they are constructed? In an earlier book I wrote 
about what I called ‘being-here,’ and I did so inside an effort to achieve a 
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deadly serious insouciance. That was what I wanted to do with—or in? or 
about?—myself. I know there was an ethic flickering there—long 
overdue—and that from the time of Being Here (2012) I started to learn how 
much was at stake in making good choices even where chance reigned, and 
you devised the ground rules as you went along. Little poem-things were 
places where both choice and chance deployed themselves. The notion of 
practice became operative at places like those poem-things. And it was 
practice of a kind I could understand. I had always been victimized by 
minutiae—the particular lay of a slope of land, the gravitas of a chipmunk 
occupying its regal post at the top of a drainpipe, the kinds of precisely 
different difficulty our front door had in locking, under different weather 
conditions. Little intersections. 

In other words, the messing around with the inter-textures of sequence 
in life—both aesthetic and moral—seemed to pair with the intricacies of 
how sentences succeed—or is it speak to?—one another. Was the 
consideration of such sequences not also a model for thinking out the 
textures of ethical sequence? Let’s say I have a behavioral choice to make. 
It’s everyday. We have a hackberry tree in our back yard. The tree is on our 
property line. Our neighbors are afraid that the tree, which has a fissure in 
it, may split in half, one half falling onto the roof of their house. They want 
us to share with them the cost either of cutting down the tree or of trimming 
off the section that lies in the direction of their roof. Let’s simplify and 
reduce my own response to their desire. I have lived with this tree for thirty 
years, a vision of growth and now shapeliness out my kitchen window, and 
I cannot bring my machinery of calculation down to the level of making 
distinctions between two competing ways of bringing death to this tree. 
Let’s just say and repeat that I (and my neighbors) have between us a 
behavioral choice to make. To cut down or not to cut down. There are pusher 
factors in every direction: if I refuse any modification to the tree, and in a 
storm it lands on John’s roof, I will (at the least) be responsible for the repair 
job; if I yield to having the tree removed, and the source of contention 
banished, I risk abandoning a beautiful tree I own, and letting it be sliced 
down before my eyes, as a meaningful part of my own history. (How could 
we ever quantify the subfactors built into that one?) The decision asking 
itself from me, in the present instance, will have to assume the form of a 
result, like a result of calculation, although the calculation in question may 
already have been anticipated, by some instant trial runs in thought. Is not 
the dilemma of choice confronting this tree owner related to those 
confronting the maker of (say) a tactical-poetic sequence in which one 
thought unit requests its sequence, and vice versa, though after choice has 
been made there will seem to have been no choice? After completing the 
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first five lines of the first poem, below, one hits a period after ‘bush’; and 
maybe what we can say about that bush will illustrate the relevance of 
aesthetic to moral intersections. 

 
1 
 
I know you, old gum, 
Finger stickers 
I glue here, world bound 
 
Untape my sweater 
From the red bush. 
I’m a guy in here. 
 
Huge dwarf fight-ready. 
Rope-twisted, tongue-tied, 
Thickened to glue. 
 
Harden me. 
Pour me. 
I’ll adapt shapes with fist. 
 
Just don’t drool 
Over my doll. 
She’s pert, fluent. 
 
We stick together. 
Her, me, the friar. 
Oremus, mud canticle, 
 
Stray clouds. 
Window, fair window, 
Channel, please, prospects! 
 

The sentence preceding the ‘bush’ period has laid out the materials 
through which the prosecutor of the whole argument—the poem; the 
decision—will have had to have advanced, in preparing (or becoming) itself 
stage by stage. That laying out of materials will have highlighted diverse 
senses of stuckness, stickiness, cognizance; a mood and sense bolus will 
have been established, from within which only certain strains of 
continuation can derive—continuations about his being in here, and what 
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makes him both tick and be free—each importing with it its own credentials 
for some overarching construction, which at this point of choice is purely 
imaginary. I am at such a point of divergence and choice in my deciding 
about the backyard tree, and I will only move to a tree-cutting decision 
through a maneuvering with factors in the preceding being-sentences 
without excluding the future. I will, in other words, perforce act out both as 
a poet of the moral and as a dealer in the ethical of the poem of life. In both 
poem and life there will be a juncture, a choice, and a continuation. 

The ethical of the poem, then, will be its dimension of desiring choices, 
choices of itself as continuation. The notion of tactical will assert itself, 
here, in the implication of arraying—tasso, in Greek, to organize, to arrange 
as in a military battalion—arraying of the futures of a statement, as in the 
work the mind does in chess, where (to pick yet another formula for the kind 
of scrupled advanced motion the poem is) as comprehensive as possible a 
survey of eventualities takes place. Will the poem-thing as we work it out—
please take a look again at the first example, ‘I know you, old gum…’—end 
up as an ethical statement, given what we said above, about choice in 
language and in decisions about tree-cutting? The first sentence is 
reprobatory; it uses the ‘I know you’ which can boil down to ‘o, you’re the 
one,’ and which in this case fits with the imputation of being ‘sticky-
fingered, a crook stealing me,’ and with the irritable assertion that that crook 
is constricting me, binding me stickily to the world. (‘I’m a guy in here,’ 
adds the narrator, anxious to justify his reprobatory tone.) Further pried 
from its colloquial offhand, that sentence develops with which the poem 
opens onto a frankly ethical proposition: world-stickiness is impeding, 
yucky, against the grain. The remainder of this first poem-thing rings 
changes on the threats of world-stickiness, while opening windows onto the 
implications that ‘window, fair window’ is where the ‘prospects’ are. This 
poem-thing is an ethical riff on the dangers and beauties of the ‘mud 
canticle’; the slogged humus of stifled cries. 

 
*** 

 
How do you read a book of stuff like the following selection of poem-

things, which sets before it considerations of the sort outlined above? You 
cannot read it the way you might read even a book of poems. This is not a 
book of poems. A book of poems does not typically devote its attention to 
talking about what it is or how it’s put together. A book of poems does what 
it is, aligning one after another the arrangements of tended lines, and 
supervised pitches that make up the format we call the poem. An edited 
book of poems is one in which the author and his friends track wavelengths 
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of narrative valence and trend, and work in terms of constructing your 
understanding, as Blake does in his Songs of Innocence and of Experience, 
where he creates his own work-region for syntheses. The following is a 
book of poem-things which does all it can to remove song, canto, uplift from 
its textures, while striving to ‘deserve attention’ and to establish sequence. 
To do so, the poem-things tolerate much inner conversation about 
themselves, and sponsor any amount of personal muttering—the author as 
‘philosopher’—designed to milk or employ the original text—and to do 
more; to establish around and outside the aligned poem-things themselves 
a structure of commentary inherent to the original markings. And what kind 
of thing is this selection of poem-things with their commentaria waywardly 
reaching to document the time, place, and genre of the poem-things? We 
are building a house of doctrines, a ply of thought and feeling worlds with 
affiliations at every point in the scholarly world. Why should the author 
write these poem-things? In order that he will have something to write 
about, as though the poem-things were pretexts, and then, he imagines, as 
though those pretexts were themselves pretexts for a wider and more aerated 
populace of perceptions? Why does the author hope, in this widening 
process, to be doing all he can to free himself from enlisting this final 
volume, of Inside Freedom and History, under a genre column? 

The author acknowledges, for sure, that he is no poet, no prose writer, 
no anything but one who has senses of how to step in, through and beyond 
poem-things, into places where what we might want to say about our deaths 
becomes à propos. Is it then crazy to introduce death into a text about 
knowledge and scholarly creativity? Not sure. Scholarship and death are 
both about limits. Each is a marker limiting the field of intelligibility and 
grace. Each is the byproduct of some Faustian launch none of us is 
unconscious of. Death vaunts, for sure. It says I put a stop to intelligibility; 
I seal the lid of the box. Is intelligibility convinced? The soul, in the old 
days, was our way of saying we are not convinced. It was our way of saying 
there is no box and no lid. It—soul—was the term we raised as a banner, 
held high as we walked through the dark portals, however many times we 
needed to. We are less sure, now, of how to use this old word soul. We do 
still realize, however, that to be known is to be in some way superseded, 
and thus that practice in death, which acquaints us with the wiles of the 
denier, is practice in passing to the increasingly intelligible. Plato has to 
have meant something like this, with his concept of nous, mind, which is 
the principle of intelligibility we live in. That was a preceding principle, 
there before the formulae we later assemble to explain it. One has to 
imagine, on the sill of the launched intelligibility of Plato’s universe, 
something like a charonic battle, that battle with death, of which oral 
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tradition glows across the globe. (For the Maniote Greek it was the text of 
‘ton Haro ton antamosa,’ the fiercest of folk salutes; for Bergman it was the 
text of The Seventh Seal, the wounded garment of retribution, challenged 
by beauty and art.) 

An open text, then, will follow here, one which proposes to itself the 
simple goal of widening, in the way that life, widening, proposes to itself 
the goal of being equal to what it is. Our ten-volume book-ends, Inside 
Freedom and History, are the parameters of what keeps discovering us, as 
we let it. Free we are, then, to go to the limits of the intelligible—and 
beyond—yet to do so inside temporality, history. And language? The 
vehicle on which we ride into the whirlwind of personal destiny? Is it we 
who accord language its special privilege of naming us, of being security 
for our investment in it? Or is it accorded to us, as are other works of the 
breath, that we may be its consciousness? Full of hot air is too often the 
description life gives us in our condition, but full as the air, you boundless 
and meaningful, we should try to be. And that, thinks Tactical, whom you 
will soon know, once more freshly, is just where what we want to call 
scholarship enters. He knows he has been there, is there now. He is himself 
a scholar, a street-corner Faust if you like, for whom no riddle seems closer 
than the bewildering relation of knowing to salvation. We die where we are, 
equalized to what we know. Will my post-mortem meet me at the point 
where what I know and understand is what I am? Will ignorance not 
underserve me, when it comes to squeezing through the pearly gates? 
 

*** 
 

The aesthetic exists as more than the aesthetic, the experience of beauty 
as more than the pleasure in organization, synchrony, and the rubbing of 
words against things. Poem-things are doing things and impact others, as 
well as oneself. Imagination, with its sleeves rolled up, can regulate 
relations among people and states. Right on, Shelley. Poets are the 
unacknowledged legislators of the world! Well, they move things, and we, 
poets by virtue of being here, all move things. 

The thing is, though, that in this potent outreach of directed tactility, 
we are always also still close to the Neolithic handlung, this object here, 
this there, this dealing with those two objects. We are always still playing 
chess, projecting into where this will go, then that, but often doing so 
without long-term insight into the upcoming moves of ourselves and our 
partners. That’s because we lived ourselves, long ago, as simple nisus, the 
establishers of this then that. We just did that with ourselves, as stone-age 
guy and gal. Sequence with its implications was forever yielding to the 
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praxis of weaving this shawl or collecting that basket of twigs. Not that the 
nisus did not cover, under the shawl of the daily, a shudder at the whole, a 
sense of the figurae behind the thunder, a sense that the present contained 
an awesome all, but that we were forever short on organization and 
anticipation. Many moves, internal to our simple striving, have of course 
through the centuries played into the exercise of far-sightedness. Here’s the 
kind of thing that happened. 

We learned to count on the annual flooding of the Nile, or to design 
useful song line geographies for ourselves on the floor of the Australian 
Outback. We learned that this plant or that would stop urinary infections, or 
promote sexual desire. Useful things hooked onto our memories and onto 
our anticipations. They configured the value of sequence, and among the 
expressions of that value they began to treasure patterns like art. They were 
finding their ways to places in which the sequences of art could merge with 
the sequences of behavior and effective husbandry in the widest sense. The 
practical aesthetic was on its way to merging with more than the aesthetic, 
with what, when we came down to thinking about good and effective 
choices, began to look like the ethical. 

Tactical sequences, of which we have below written out fingery-touchy 
examples, our poem-things, are steps toward value, even toward goodness. 
In everyday life we forever interrogate value and choice with minute steps 
forward. I did just that this morning in the kitchen. I went to the silverware 
drawer and organized it. What was that? Organized? It was real, down-to-
earth handlung. I had noticed, recently, that in my early morning wake-up 
moves, in the kitchen, I tend both to leave some granulated coffee flecks on 
the spoon I use and to put the dried flecks into my cup. This carelessness—
or habit-shaped valence of doing—is always subject to revision. I knew, as 
I made this little mistake, that it was a little mistake. That was enough, that 
knowing. I decided to rinse off the coffee flecks. I did so, then for good 
measure put the spoon in the dishwasher for a water-cleansing. That was 
overkill, which was a way of opening a small portal into a habit change.  

I have another habit which is bad and small; in the kitchen in the 
morning. I nearly finish my first cup of coffee, then leave it on the granite 
sink, where my wife or I are likely to knock it over and spill the contents. 
This carelessness too is changeable. Is it not like the Neolithic handlung 
that needs correcting, that is there to overcome, a minute participant in the 
fall? And is not the guiding energy of my summer in prospect something 
similar? My intention—that word intention is all about handlung—is to 
straighten my papers, throw out books that are clutter, arrange books on 
shelves in some ‘rational manner,’ put all financial papers in order. I recount 
these projects, calling them to order one by one. (Memory and will join in 
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that enterprise.) I have already completed the handlung, in mind, and it will 
be easier to complete it in deed after I have completed it in mind. 
(Remember the trick of learning to score baskets through virtual training, 
watching Michael Jordan from the stands? Or from the television? Training 
the mind to swoosh in the basket?) What I will have completed will be acts 
with and against things, and mutually reinforcing forms of shaping work in 
time. The aesthetic and the moral will be collaborating in this action. They 
will be modest co-workers. 

This is not to speak of the high moral, the mysterious will of the prophet 
Elijah, to further the act of generation, or of the courage of Abraham faced 
with the demand to sacrifice his son. This is to speak of the basic moral, the 
quest to do essential daily things well enough so that the mark they have left 
lasts, and it is this kind of regional frontier pushing, locally consequential 
but unknown in the larger buzz-feed that underlies the doing of things well 
in the aesthetic sphere. We do not want to claim too much for this kind of 
local doing it well. Does the care for making the pot as attractive as you can 
include other kinds of responsibility, and if so, to whom? Arguably, the pot-
maker knows something from the inside, here, which is also the secret of 
the poème bien fait, or of the revivifying wholism of a Clive Bell or Roger 
Fry, as they take their stands for the good and beautiful in an ending 
nineteenth century itself sensitized to the down-to-earth demands of art. 
What that pot-maker knows, and knew already at Mohenjo Daro, is that the 
art thing does not emerge from nothing into a vacuum, but establishes 
claims, on all sides of itself, which the art-user’s service implicates and 
renders ever more dependently complex. In this emerging condition, which 
resembles the self-implicating gestures of the process of organic evolution, 
end-production strategies justify themselves—in an age, perhaps, where 
what the Polish Pope sought in an elite ars poetica has given way to 
Gertrude Stein’s Why We Write or No More Masterpieces—local goals are 
continually forming, and local responsibilities settling onto the goal-
makers, whose intention, with poets, is non-stop movement into form. 

Do we surmise, ahead of this graph of intentions, aesthetic conditions 
under which the social can be envisaged? Is the artist socially responsible, 
in whatever form he or she chooses to display himself to the people? We 
are leaning to a yes which will sidestep the more muscular versions of art-
society accounts with which we have become familiar in the past few 
centuries of increasing social self-consciousness. Sir Francis Bacon, 
Winckelmann, Herder, Mallarmé, Roger Fry: all these thinkers, but all of 
them obliquely, worked around the notion that significant art is socially 
significant. Tolstoy and Lenin worked the significance in questions already 
deeply into the texture of social existence, while the ardent instructor of art 
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education in a public school in the Bronx works his or her butt off to make 
the life-importance of art evident to people whose lives unnecessary 
ignorance threatens to abort. These illustrious examples we sidestep, 
because we go here for an implicit ethic, in the aesthetic, which is only 
caricatured by underlining the differences between the moral and the 
aesthetic while seeking for their common energy. We try thus to insulate 
ourselves from the toxic arguments associated with the historical bad 
behavior of the artist, who would so often seem to have exemplified the 
conclusion that art of value springs from sources far from the moral 
imagination. 

If it is not too too Bloomsbury, the author would like permission to 
remember, here, an exhibit which opened his eyes, one afternoon in an art 
gallery at Yale. It was an exhibit of Japanese belt buckles, netsuke, treasures 
of the Imperial Court. The work was exquisite, gilded, fine, landmarked 
each by inner references to styles of previous workers in the same craft, 
spirits hovering inside the workman’s consciousness, no doubt, with every 
decisional weld or incision he undertook. One sees this and thinks toward 
all those examples of pre-industrial craft which his small life has crowded: 
in the desert near Monterrey, in Northern Mexico, a small factory of 
weavers working on hand looms, and turning out brilliant striped-wool 
ponchos for active consumption—one warms my lap this October 
morning—or essentially the same weavers, in Aizawl, India, or in the Greek 
Peloponnesus, where essentially the same seems to mean, built from the 
same sense of the tactile for us, that very sense, by the way, that the author 
of the present has tried to make into the making things of a tactile sequence. 
One’s mind can go anthropological, yes, or can simply wake from the couch 
and recommence that parcours of his own domain, from which examples 
almost too daily to have been noticed suddenly seem to abound. 

The house I live in was built in 1914, among a line of (at that time) 
fairly similar homes in the leafiest and stillest part of this distantly Victorian 
Midwest American village. The model is two stories, four to five bedrooms, 
front porch and (in the author’s case) a back or widow’s porch, where 
Madame could sit almost unseen, but still outside, after Monsieur’s demise. 
(There is also a room designed for the parson, where, enclosed by pocket 
doors, that communal figure could console the interested for their loss.) If 
these seem signs of care and even punctilio, our painter friend Dan and our 
house cognoscente Darryl can add chapters. Dan goes up the outsides of this 
structure, scraping old paint, eyeballing wood structure and condition, 
inspecting medallions for cracking or blurring, tinkering with the interfaces 
between roof edge and drain pipe, and like a country doctor of yore comes 
up with, just as tight as when she was built, painted lady and made with 
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pride. Darryl, working the basement he knows so well, for he has plumbed 
us out for decades, corroborates Dan’s view from the summit outside. The 
pipes may clog, but that’s for what we put in them; they’re as robust, 
untarnished, interlocked as a nuclear sub, though they were first put in the 
house at the beginning of WWI by journeymen helping to construct this 
community on what was then the fringes of Indian territory. 

Is the artisan constructing our durable painted lady, and taking his time 
with every joist and bracket, not working the attention zone he shares with 
the maker of netsuke, or the would-be hewer of tactile sequence poems from 
the thin air of the brain pan? And is that attention zone not integral to acting 
in the political or social sphere, to the way we become our presence to our 
society? Voting, let’s say, is an ergonomic activity with a practice behind it 
which is as designating as a golf swing. We like to say that voting is an act 
in the mind, yet it is even more clearly an act in the hand; you mark a sheet 
of paper, you carry the paper to the ballot machine, you shove the paper 
down the slot. In our efforts to characterize the fundamentals of our being-
here we are prone to minimize a certain priority of the physical to the 
enactment of the mental, so that many of our commitments are 
mischaracterized, quickly attributed to categories of mind-commitment, 
like desire, hope, or intention. The result is that we lose the chances to 
exercise the tactical pragmatism of the body. 

 
*** 

 
Our examples—making netsuke, weaving woolen fabrics, molding a 

pot, tactfully interacting with an old house in order to respect its will—
notably do not include writing. The origins of writing, in the ancient Near 
East, appear to be contemporary—fourth or third millennium BCE—with 
the earliest cultures of pottery and weaving, dwelling construction, or 
developed attention to food preparation. Those writing origins, of course, 
were far more tactile than are most of our writing systems today, for in fact 
we live in an era of the transparency of the written symbol. In an age when 
Western kids are separated even from cursive—the archaic sweep of the 
wrist that includes a world—and even Chinese kids turn away from the 
classical toward pinyin—we find that the written symbol is being drained 
of all resistance, thickness, artistic dignity. (Nothing, we have to suppose, 
will ever degrade the Japanese respect for the perfectly blocked out 
signature, linking, we suppose, to that name-care which anchors all of us in 
the texture of the IDs of our human makers, ancestors.) Is it proper, then, to 
include writing, as in fact we will do throughout the following book—which 
is a book of writings there to illustrate the tactility of writing—in our 
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catalogue of ways we stand forth sensually into our being-here? Writing 
thickens, draws up the thingliness of the world, as it makes its earth-parting 
way across that world. Is that writing the script in which we write or the 
mine-work excavation we are when we write? Or is it both? 

As script users foremost, we exercise the practices that come to be 
called writing. The pictorial instinct drives its wedge into undefined actions 
of hand and arm, while at the same time the pursuit of a formative closes 
around the telling powers of the written, and attaches them to what we 
become as history. Much of the capacity called on from us, in this 
historicizing process, has to do with reading, a distinctive human 
consumption form with marked differences from the activities the painter 
exercises brush in hand, the musician with her oboe, the sculptor with the 
marble veneer he is working. I have logged in the requisite tears over the 
draining of color and life from contemporary script, but the action fields of 
verbal memory provoke no longings to drain. Reading is still a robust 
pastime full of the brouhaha of the world, if you are willing to become the 
density of your world-experience. What passive action better distinguishes 
our repertoire of reading styles from the glassier end-products of breath, 
depiction or the visually tactile—the sculptor’s replica of a world, not the 
poet’s chunkier fare of life lived on the inside? 

To read A Tactile Sequence, on voudrait croire, one should have to be 
able to expatiate, above all, as Dickens expatiates in A Tale of Two Cities, 
when he takes us to the smelly interior of Mr. Lorry’s coach, after a fog-
shrouded packet ride to Dover, with three breathing souls cramped into 
seventy sentences. One should need to be able to chew into the uses 
Sophocles makes of three bitterly inter-trafficking characters in Philoktetes, 
the playground of hard memories and lost childhoods. There should be no 
holds barred in the wrestling match of flagrant syntax with the energy of 
moving materials, the Bactrian of plodding but fiery sands. Accordingly, A 
Tactile Sequence fits itself out with lateral steam valves, which enable the 
author’s voice, when and if it seems invited, to accept the invitation to 
expatiate, to take the reader across the borders of meaty into the land of 
ratio. 

 
3 
 
If there was room for a forest 
I had no idea where. 
I’d removed beer cans, rotted vegetables, patches of dust, 
In an effort to clean an adaptable entry ground 
And yet when it came to stuffing, or even injecting, 


